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“A time to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away;                                              

A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;                                                        

A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time of peace.”                                  

Ecclesiastes, King James Version (KJV) 3: V. 6-8 

 

If you are considering adding Firdaria and Profections to your predictive model, then you may be 

interested in the example chart included here in the discussion on Solar Returns. The chart belongs 

to American actor and comedian David Spade1 who was born at 11:34pm on 22nd July 1964 in 

Michigan, USA (Fig. 3). The idea behind the final article on the 2020 Saturn Pluto cycle is to flesh out 

the three models of Firdaria, profections and solar returns using David’s natal chart as these are all 

older techniques from a much earlier time, and may not be familiar to the modern astrologer. First 

century astrologer Vettius Valens called solar returns ‘the renewed nativity for the year’ and editor 

Robert Hand says in the accompanying footnote: 

”....more important for our consideration is that here Valens is 

linking profections with annual returns demonstrating that the 

Arabic Era methods for combining solar returns and 

profections have roots in Hellenistic astrology.”2  

David’s Firdaria is a good place to start as it often lays the 

groundwork for both profections and the solar return.  

              David’s Nocturnal Firdaria 

David was born half an hour before midnight and his Leo Sun 

resides in the fifth house, the house of entertainment, leisure, 

good fortune and children. A Sun beneath the horizon 

indicates a night-time birth which will naturally favour the 

nocturnal planets of Moon, Venus, Mars, and his nocturnal 

Mercury which rose after the Sun around dawn on the day 

David was born.                                                                             Fig. 1   David’s Sixth Major Firdaria Period                                                                                                                 



David turned fifty five on 22nd July 2019 and the Firdaria 

tables (Figs. 1 and 2) show that at this time in his life 

Venus is the Major Firdaria Time Lord. Venus’ long 

period lasts eight years and Mars is the sixth sub-lord in 

the sixth Major Time Period for nocturnal births (Fig. 1). 

The planets Venus and Mars share an uncomfortable 

relationship as they are natural enemies in al-Biruni’s 

Table of Friendship and Enmity of Planets.3  Their signs 

oppose one another in the Thema Mundi chart, not 

once but twice, as Venus’ cardinal sign Libra opposes 

Aries and her fixed sign Taurus opposes Mars’ Scorpio.  

Valens says that when Mars is sub-lord for Venus:                  

“the year is suspenseful: (there are) fights with women, 

separations, bloodshed, ruin, ... charges on account of 

women, experiencing controversies and enmities.”          

Valens darkly predicts that during this period divine 

intervention in the break-up of a relationship is a 

possibility, and even hints of obsession or impropriety: 

“There are times, then, when even believing a separation 

of co-habitation to be invoked by prayer, they keep 

notorious scandals alive because of certain hopes that 

they harbor.”4 

Fig. 2  The Beginning Dates for David’s Sixth and Seventh Firdaria Period 

Centuries later Johannes Schoener (1477-1547) wrote of the Venus – Mars period: “The native will 

have much misery...And if the nativity is nocturnal, his miseries are multiplied; he will do evil to 

others; his brothers (Mars signifies 3rd house of brothers), or his comrades will fare badly because of 

him....grave things will happen to him because of women”5                   

Obviously, Mars is not considered to be a suitable candidate for Venus’ genteel nature and trouble 

with women, conflict with others, and poor decisions concerning loved ones, seems to be the order 

of the day for Mars’ thirteen month period.  



Schoener states that it will be worse for nocturnal births which is surprising given that both planets 

are in sect in a nocturnal chart and Venus usually brings comfort and benefit in the night whilst 

Mars’ malefic nature is cooled and more productively channelled when his erratic behaviour is 

tamed by its accidental dignity in the nocturnal sect. 

Perhaps his predictions make more sense when we examine them in the context of his background. 

Schoener was a 16th century German polymath, a globe maker, a cartographer, and one of the 

leading astrologers of his time. Not only was Schoener brilliant, but he was also a deeply religious 

man as he was ordained as a Catholic priest and later in his life was converted to Protestantism by 

Melanchthon, Luther’s right hand man. His cloistered life plus Luther’s influence may have fed 

Schoener’s conservatism and perhaps this flowed through to his astrology when strongly 

disapproving of anything nocturnal. After all, the Church was critical of anything which appealed to 

the appetites and incited the physical senses of the common man, rather than elevating the logical 

mind or the pious soul. A native born with a nocturnal chart was deemed to be highly susceptible to 

the unpredictable influences of both female planets, Moon and Venus, and could easily be swayed 

by the passionate, but highly irreverent Mars.     

Therefore a Firdaria period where Venus trusts Mars to do her bidding is likely to be destructive and 

harmful to all those closely associated with the native. Schoener treats the opposite quite 

differently, that is, when Mars is the major lord and Venus his appointed marshal at the sub-period:                               

“Mars – Venus. The native will love songs, pleasures and games, and will involve himself with these 

and bedding women; he will associate with those who deal with prostitutes, and with prostitutes 

(himself); he will have peace with his wife, and fellowship with robbers, and prosperity from them.”6   

It may be a happier time for the native with definitely some carnal pleasures thrown in, but 

Schoener still believes that Mars Venus is not designed to aid the respectable citizen; rather it is 

connected to vices, criminal activity, and associations with unsavoury members of society’s 

underbelly. 

The generic relationship between the first and second lord of the Firdaria is important as it provides 

a base from which to build our analysis of what this particular period may bring to the native’s life. 

After the generalized view of good relationship or poor relationship between the long-term lord and 

its directed short-term representative, the two planets need to be examined in the natal chart to see 

them from the native’s perspective. Together, Venus and Mars will rule two axes in the whole sign 

chart. Not only that, but they will be two consecutive axes and this phenomenon is described in 

detail in Chapter Seven, The Venus and Mars Lemniscate of A Tiny Universe’s Companion.  



David’s Natal Chart 

In David’s chart Mars and Venus jointly rule the first house of my physical strength and vitality, and 

the seventh house which shows the threats or strains to my body, my immediate environment as 

opposed to the things I am missing in my environment, and my relationship with self (1st) and with 

others (7th).  Aries is on the Ascendant with the opposing Libra on the Descendant (Fig. 3).           

Venus and Mars rule the next two consecutive houses with Taurus on the second house cusp 

opposing Scorpio on the eighth house cusp.  Together they rule the axis of money – mine (2nd house 

lord Venus) and other people’s money (8th house lord Mars).   

“This lemniscate ties together the houses of money with the relating axis, and both Venus and Mars 

will be concerned with money changing hands as both independent (2nd H) and joint resources (8th H) 

are affected by their condition and aspects in the chart. There is the ability to draw large amounts of 

money and investment towards oneself and one’s partners if the cause is right and moves people to 

put their hand in their pocket.”7  

Any aspect between the two lords will strongly link these two axes together, and nothing could be 

tighter than a conjunction between Venus and Mars. David’s Venus is just two degrees from his 

Mars in Gemini, both of whom are disposited by his nocturnal Mercury in Leo. Both planets are in 

sextile aspect to Mercury which is situated in his fifth house with his Leo Sun, although the degrees 

are too wide for a conjunction between Mercury and the Sun.  

Mars is the Ascendant lord and sextiles the Ascendant’s degree reinforcing David’s reputation as a 

master of the put-down and honing his razor-sharp sarcasm with his Mars in an air sign sourcing its 

material from Mercury. David’s saving grace is that his humour is often self-deprecating and his 

audience relates to stories where David is ready to admit that he has come off second-best in a given 

situation. David’s Venus Mars conjunction is situated in the third house, and besides being the house 

of childhood schooling and siblings, it is also the place where we find the body’s natural or 

unconscious skills, and David has the skill to use these two planets to blend a clever wit with good 

timing in his comedic delivery. His smaller stature allows for non-threatening body language, and a 

cheeky prankster attitude bordering on playfulness plus a youthful appearance, are qualities 

provided by an Ascendant lord in Gemini which adds to David’s public appeal, and brands him as 

‘comic brat extraordinaire’. David’s trademark is his observational comedy which combines social 

comment with dry humour and an honesty about his experiences. Spade and his family moved to 

Arizona at the age of four, “where he recalls keeping a twice-weekly appointment to be beaten up by 

the other kids at elementary school.” 8  



The Moon conjunct David’s MC supports his popularity with the media and in the entertainment 

world and Moon’s detriment in Capricorn sextiling Neptune invites empathy from others whose 

body is also not the biggest and strongest. David has still succeeded in an industry that heavily relies 

on alpha-male looks and in a 2010 You Tube video David described himself as ‘a bit of a shrimp’ 

when he was at school and he encourages kids who are being bullied at school to “ just try to get 

through it because us nerds are going to take over the world one day”.9   Perhaps Venus has the last 

laugh when ruling his second house, as at his last birthday, David’s Spade net worth was estimated 

at $60 million.  Nor has the Moon ruined his love-life when David has dated some of the most 

beautiful women in Hollywood. 

In movies David often plays the under-dog, either socially or physically disadvantaged (Joe Dirt), or a 

smart talker with a large dose of cynicism (Just Shoot Me! Black Sheep) as both of these characters 

rely heavily on both his Capricorn Moon on the MC, and his Venus Mars conjunction in Gemini in the 

third house with a good aspect to the Ascendant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3             

David Spade: 

Natal Chart and 

2019 Profection 



David’s Profected Ascendant for 2019 

In moving from David’s natal chart to his profected Ascendant lord for 2019 (Fig. 3), it can be seen 

that there is a repetition in the planets which play a significant role in David’s life at this time.              

Venus and Mars – his two Firdaria lords – are featured once more through profections as Mars is the 

new Lord of the Year because it rules the eighth sign, Scorpio, and Venus becomes involved due to 

her close conjunction with Mars in the natal chart.  

Whilst Mars will be the Lord of the Year for the period from 22nd July 2019 to 22nd July 2020, Venus 

becomes a secondary focus and not only are there issues concerning the eighth house in this solar 

return, but the rulers of the lemniscate axes of 1/7 and 2/8 are highlighted in late 2019 and in the 

first seven months of 2020. Mars’ partile (same-degree) sextile to Mercury may point to another 

planet being involved in the story of the solar return and it is worth watching Mercury in case it plays 

a pivotal role in the temporary chart.  

The eighth house is the focus house both in the natal chart, and in the solar return and normally 

when a house with no light from the Ascendant becomes the profected house it brings a troubled 

year with a number of unpleasant surprises along the way. Mars ruling both the Ascendant and the 

focus house may mean David has more control over the events of the year, and that rather than 

being a house of drama and endings, the eighth house might indicate financial support from others. 

Aversion is a term used by traditional astrologers to describe a situation whereby there is a state of 

blindness between a planet’s sign in the chart, and one of the signs of its rulership. For instance, 

when Mars is in Gemini it cannot see Scorpio – there is no aspect or common link between the 

masculine mutable air sign and the feminine fixed water sign – and Mars becomes unable to care-

take or govern over the affairs described by this house in the chart. Sometimes a state known as 

antiscia or contra-antiscia (shared light or longitude) can save a planet and afford it the sight it 

craves to manage the state of its houses, but all four fixed signs gain little relief from antiscia.10  

When Mars is unable to see the eighth house it may unwittingly put the body in danger, and in 

Gemini, the individual may not be a good risk-assessor, or may make swift decisions they later 

regret, or they may vocalize and enflame a dangerous situation rather than keeping quiet for the 

purpose of self-preservation. A couple of examples come to mind in David’s history of the eighth 

house; he was attacked by his personal assistant and robbed (2000), he was once charged by police 

in Arizona for reckless jet-skiing (2001), and so far as making money is concerned, he has previously 

been the commercial spokesperson for Capital One credit cards (other people’s money, 8th house).    

  



When the profected lord of a house is in aversion in the natal chart, and that planet becomes the 

Lord of the Year, you can expect a difficult year where events can ‘come out of the blue’ and 

escalate quickly into problems with painful choices. There are times in the year where issues or 

situations feel insurmountable and individuals with this non-aspect often describe the feeling of 

being ‘blind-sided’  during this year. The hope is that the same focus house in the solar return chart 

(in this case, the eighth house) has a lord with an aspect to its house. Luckily for David, Saturn in 

rulership is the lord of his solar return eighth house, and is able to see both its signs of Capricorn and 

Aquarius due to the quaint rule of like-engirdling. 11 

David’s 2019 Solar Return  

David’s Sun will return to its exact 

natal position on 23rd July 2019.     

His solar return chart has been 

relocated to Los Angeles, California 

as this is where David resides and 

works as an actor and comedian.   

His solar return Ascendant is Cancer, 

ruled by the Moon, and similar to 

David’s natal chart, the Moon is 

situated in his angular tenth house.   

The Moon squares the Ascendant’s 

degree and this is a good omen for 

anyone wishing to gain worthwhile 

results or achieve productivity 

during the coming twelve months.                                          Fig. 4   David’s 2019 Solar Return 

The Ascendant lord, the Moon, is in Aries and as such, is disposited by Mars, the current Lord of the 

Year; the Moon also makes a strong trine in fire to Mars in Leo. In fact, this is a grand trine as the 

third fire sign Sagittarius is also brought in by Jupiter in rulership in the sixth house. Jupiter is the 

ruler of the MC in David’s solar return chart. At this point in delineation, all things seem to indicate 

an excellent year for David.  A fire grand trine between the Lord of his Year (Q), his solar return 

Ascendant lord in 10th house (M), and his MC lord in rulership (R), should give promise of a year of 

health and vitality as well as emotional fulfilment and overall pleasure (Moon). The solar return 

chart is nocturnal so the Moon is the dominant luminary, and Mars is in sect in the chart.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5    Mars’ Aspects in David’s 2019 Solar Return 

Finances seem pretty good too as the Lord of the Year, Mars, is situated in the second house and 

disposited by the Sun in rulership in Leo. Second house Mars rules both the tenth sign of his career 

and the fifth house of entertainment so David is once more gaining recognition for his creativity.                                        

On 29th July 2019 – five days after his latest birthday – David launched a new late-night variety show 

backed by Comedy Central entitled Lights Out with David Spade. In his new show David has moved 

away from a political agenda because his promoters believe TV viewers are suffering from ‘Trump 

fatigue’ with too many late night commentators focusing on the President’s gaffes. He says he will 

likely discuss popular culture, weird news and ‘some Hollywood stuff’. 

Life looks rosy for David.....except....we know there are dire warnings coming from his Firdaria 

readings so where could he possibly go wrong in this solar return year?  



David’s Saturn and Pluto Aspects in the Solar Return Chart 

Saturn is heavily involved in the story of David’s upcoming year. David’s Focus House for his 

profection is the eighth house, and Saturn is the ruler of his solar return’s eighth house. Saturn has 

been travelling through its rulership sign of Capricorn since 2018 and in David’s solar return chart 

(Fig. 6) it is located in his seventh house of partnerships where it is conjunct the Moon’s South Node. 

As a general rule traditional astrologers viewed the South Node as a malefic.  

Guido Bonatti states in Liber Astronomiae Books I – III (c. 1491) “South Node signifies decrease, and 

downfall, namely, accident, poverty, and the decrease of everything good, and of all fortune.”12                                         

Any planet in conjunction with the South Node was diminished or reduced in power, but sometimes 

there were conditions when it acted in the native’s favour.   

The South Node had the power to reduce the benefic planets’ gifts, but it also diminished the malice 

of the malefic so that it becomes a fortune accidentally, and for this reason Saturn’s ability to do 

harm is diminished when it travels with the South Node. But it may also diminish the profits or 

financial backing from others (ruling 8th H), or turn the advantage of a strong Saturn in rulership into 

a liability if partnerships sour or if there is too much control being enforced by others (Saturn in 7th 

H).  Earlier we looked at the Moon’s position in the solar return chart and from Mars’ perspective it 

looks good. However, the square from the Moon to Saturn is concerning as Saturn may be in 

rulership, but it is retrograde, and may be compromised by its close proximity to the South Node.  

The North Node began its journey through Cancer in November 2018 and will continue to move 

backwards through the sign until early May 2020 when it enters Gemini. Every 2019 solar return will 

have the Nodes in the Cancer / Capricorn axis and for many months Saturn will be travelling with the 

South Node. The Nodal axis will be particularly acute when the signs’ rulers, Moon and Saturn, form 

important aspects to one another, and this is exactly the case in David’s solar return.  The square 

aspect signifies tension and an uneasy relationship between two planets who already have issue 

with one another. Moon and Saturn are natural enemies across the Thema Mundi chart, and in an 

echo of this chart, Moon rules the Ascendant whilst Saturn rules the Descendant. The strain 

between the two lords of the relating axis is further exacerbated by the presence of the Nodal axis 

across the first and seventh houses. This would suggest that relationships are critically important for 

David this year and whilst the Moon hints at success, there are also setbacks, frustrations and 

emotional hurdles coming from Saturn in the seventh house and conjunct the South Node.      

  



At the same time Pluto stands at the other side of the South Node with four degrees of separation. 

All through this year the Nodes have mediated between Saturn and Pluto, connecting them way 

before the synodic cycle begins in January 2020 with the result that the conjunction’s impact is 

already upon us, even though Saturn is yet to reach Pluto’s degree. Pluto’s position in David’s solar 

return chart is significant because it opposes Venus, the major Firdaria lord, and Mars’ companion 

planet in David’s natal chart. Pluto opposing Venus is yet another statement on relationships and 

even though Pluto is a modern planet, the aspect seems to add more weight to Valens’ Firdaria 

predictions on the Venus – Mars period. Trouble with women, obsession, loss or grief over women; 

all of these sorrowful states provide a panoramic view of Pluto Venus woes.  

On his birthday David was interviewed  as a guest on a popular American late night show. He publicly 

spoke of his own and his brother’s grief at the loss, one year ago, of his beloved sister-in-law Kate 

Spade, a fashion designer who had taken her own life in June 2018.  At the time of her death David 

donated $100,000 to National Alliances on Mental Illness, but it seems that Pluto opposite Venus 

and Moon square Saturn is a revisitation of his sorrow, and his family’s continued mourning of her 

loss.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6                             

Saturn and 

Pluto’s 

Aspects in 

David’s 2019 

Solar Return 



David’s Important Dates in his Solar Return – The Stakes of Mars 

The profected Lord of the Year plays several important roles in the solar return chart. The sign it 

occupies, its house placement in the solar return chart, the houses it rules, and the aspects it has 

with the other planets are all factors which communicate how this crucial planet will behave and 

how it will colour the year ahead for the native. 

Similar to the birth chart, the planets’ positions at the solar return will influence the unfoldment of 

the year, and if profections are included as part of the predictive tool-box, then the Lord of the Year 

is the greatest influencer of all the planets. In marketing terms an influencer is described as an 

individual who has the power to affect purchase decisions of others because of his/her authority, 

knowledge, position or relationship with his/her audience.  In astrology terms, the Lord of the Year is 

definitely an influencer, both in the solar return chart, and in the twelve months ahead. 

Ben Dykes believes from his translations that the Arabic writers saw the Lord of the Year as a type of 

proxy for the native and that any planets connected to this most influential planet can be seen as 

people with whom the native will be associated during the year ahead. If this is the case, then Mars’ 

grand trine connects the native to both his audience, or to a new love interest (Moon), and also to 

someone highly honoured, distinguished or prominent, as shown by Jupiter in rulership in his sixth 

house of work.  

As a proxy figure for the native, if the Lord of the Year is swift in motion it has the potential to move 

around the chart to other significant points, and at these points or degrees in the chart, the 

individual can examine the success or failure of the year depending on the state of the Lord of the 

Year. For instance in David’s solar return, Mars will make its way from 13 degrees of Leo all the way 

to 13 Aries in the twelve months from 22nd July 2019 to 22nd July 2020. 

Mars in transit will make aspects back to its solar return degree (13xE) during the coming year and 

when it does, there are going to be events which reverberate through the chart and in the native’s 

life. The stakes of Mars, the Lord of the Year, will occur when Mars reaches the four corners of the 

chart which reflect Mars’ original degree. Solar Return Mars is set at 13 Leo, so when Mars continues 

its movement to the next fixed sign in the zodiac it will meet Scorpio (Fig. 7), and on 9th - 10th  

November Mars will have reached 13xH, squaring back to itself in the second house.  

Money and financial concerns are likely to be a prominent focus for David as the combination of 

natal Mars ruling the profected eighth house, and solar return Mars in 2nd house indicate this 

direction in the chart.  The nature of Mars suggests arguments and conflict and these themes may 



be prominent in early November 2019. Mars will be in its rulership sign of Scorpio and moving 

through the beneficial fifth house so it may be that rather than money going out, there may be 

windfalls or a new challenge which requires Mars’ focus during this time. The next time Mars 

reaches a fixed sign is in Aquarius and it will be moving through the eighth house, the focus house of 

the year. Mars will be opposing itself across the wealth axis and it may be a time when his promoters 

are reviewing the financial viability of his new venture. This will occur on 19th April 2020 and I would 

advise that he watches the third week of April, rather than honing in on an exact date.  

The third stake (13xB) is not relevant as Mars will no longer be Lord of the Year by this time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Fig. 7         David Spade: The Stakes of Mars 



David’s Important Dates – The Stakes of Saturn and Pluto 

Transiting Mars can be useful as a marker in time for other major aspects in the chart and they too 

will have stakes which can be activated by Mars. For instance, the square between the Moon 

(Ascendant Lord) and Saturn (Focus House Lord) is another four-square aspect which can act as a 

trigger point during the coming year. The Ascendant itself at 11xD completes the square to manifest 

as a T-square and the one degree separation between Saturn and the South Node gives a range of 

book-end degrees beginning with the Ascendant and ending at the South Node’s degree. The effects 

of this combination of Ascendant, Moon, Saturn and South Node in the range of degrees from        

11x – 17x in the cardinal signs of Cancer, Aries and Capricorn can be monitored by tracking Mars,    

the Lord of the Year, on its journey through the Ephemeris from 22nd July 2019 to 22nd July 2020.  

When previously discussing transiting Mars, the flavour of Mars’ significations was a valid way to 

gauge the type of activity one might expect when Mars reaches one of its own stakes or angles in the 

solar return chart.  Activities such as a spike in enthusiasm, ambition, good fortune, financial gain are 

a possibility if the fire grand trine with Moon and Jupiter in his solar return chart is working to 

David’s advantage.  If instead things are not going so smoothly (as the Firdaria predicts), Mars at its 

stakes can indicate flare-ups, tantrums, poor decision-making, or arguments with loved ones, but 

either way, Mars is very much present at these points as an influencer.  

But, when transiting Mars is used purely as a timing device, i.e. in the stakes of the Ascendant, 

Moon, Saturn and South Node in the mid-degrees of the cardinal signs, its own nature is not taken 

into account. In other words, Mars reaching the stakes for the T-square does not add a Martian 

quality to the experience. This is definitely about Mars acting as a proxy for the native – an outside 

observer or witness – so that we can image the native standing by and watching how these energies 

unfold during the year.  Saturn aspecting the Moon can run the gamut from the timing of an event 

being fortuitous (M in 10th ruling Ascendant) and accolades raining on the native, to heartache and 

despair if Moon is truly damaged by its experiences with Saturn. The South Node adds another 

interesting twist as accountability (Saturn’s domain) for past actions may rear up for David. 

When transiting Mars as proxy reaches any of the T-square stakes, i.e., when it passes through        

11 – 17xG  from 22nd  to 31st October 2019, David is likely to encounter one or more of the effects of 

the combination of Moon, Saturn, South Node in his life. Mars in Libra will be square the Ascendant 

in Cancer, opposing the Aries Moon and square Capricorn Saturn/South Node, so there will be plenty 

of opportunity for Mars to observe the proceedings from the fourth house. 



When transiting Mars again reaches the cardinal stakes from 4th to 13th March 2020, Mars will be in 

Capricorn and will now oppose the Ascendant, square Moon and conjunct Saturn / South Node. 

Sometimes the same theme has moved further down the track and developments mean the issues 

have moved to a new level. Sometimes completely new topics are on the table, but they will still 

bear witness to the astrological theme of the T-square. Once more, Mars does not enflame or 

participate, it merely observes and marks the calendar. 

The third stake for the T-square is interrupted by a change in the Lord of the Year and after 22nd July 

2020, Jupiter will be the new officer in charge of profections. Mars does reach 11 and 12xA 

(conjunct Moon) from  18th to 22nd July 2020, so perhaps the current solar year ends with a sting in 

its tail.     

Pluto has its own statement to make in David’s solar return and the theme and the direction it takes 

may differ from Saturn’s agenda, but it definitely reinforces the coming of the Saturn Pluto 

conjunction. Pluto is further from the South Node than Saturn so it could be argued that there is no 

connection between Pluto and the Dragon’s Tail when the four degree distance is compared to 

Saturn’s single degree. But I would argue that had Saturn not been present, would you be inclined to 

show some concern for the native when Pluto is travelling with the Node? Pluto on the South Node 

can talk about retribution, revenge or internalized rage over long-past injuries or betrayals, so I 

would be careful of such a sensitive aspect in the solar return chart. Had there been no further 

contact between Pluto and another planet then we could say this is a generic statement for all 2019 

solar returns and leave it here. However, Venus opposes Pluto in David’s solar return chart and now 

we have echoes of Valens, and Schoener’s warnings, on the Venus – Mars period in the Firdaria. 

Women troubles become a little more vengeful, or carry a touch of venom, under a Pluto Venus 

opposition as well as suggesting power plays and intrigue under such a volatile aspect. Even more 

reason to mark the 21 – 24x of cardinal signs and watch Mars’ movement in the ephemeris. 

The Pluto Venus stakes are dates which occur a little later than the previous cardinal degrees but 

they are worth noting, just in case the previous event turns from Saturn to Pluto in the later degrees. 

For instance, Mars in Libra was transiting the T-square in late October 2019 and issues could have 

come to a head during the last week of the month. If Mars then progresses on to the stakes of Pluto 

at 21xJ and Venus at 24xD in the first week of November, then instead of things dying down and 

everyone regaining their equilibrium, hurt feelings broil within and the issue becomes a bit toxic.  

No-one wants to address it as it has the potential to become an emotional minefield. The same thing 

happens in early March 2020 when Mars is in the mid degrees of Capricorn, conjunct Saturn and the 

South Node, and then moves on to conjunct Pluto in Capricorn from 18th to 23rd March 2020.   



A chronological map of Mars’ stakes (Fig. 9) makes it easier to keep tabs on these dates so that if you 

were David’s astrologer you could draw his attention to the times when there is potential for these 

aspects to do harm, or to solve a problem that seems insurmountable at the time.                                                                            

Fig. 8   David Spade: The stakes of Ascendant/M/S/Nodes :The stakes of V/P 



 

Fig. 9   The Stakes belonging to the Lord of the Year, Mars, for David’s 2019 Solar Return 



A Summary of Significators for Profections 

 

 Count from the Ascendant to the house of the profection and note its whole sign 

and its lord according to the house in focus. This planet will be the Lord of the Year. 

David turns 55 years of age on 22nd July 2019, his Ascendant has profected to his 

natal eighth house; Scorpio is on the cusp; Mars rules Scorpio; Mars is the Lord of the 

Year from 22nd July 2019 until 22nd July 2020. 

 

 Find the correct Firdaria (diurnal or nocturnal) for the long-term and short-term 

Lords. Note any co-operation between the Lord of the Year and the Firdaria Lords. 

David has a nocturnal chart, and at age 55, Venus is the long-term Firdaria Lord;  

Mars is short-term Firdaria Lord. Venus and Mars are conjunct in Gemini in David’s 

chart. Mars is both the Profected Ascendant’s Lord of the Year AND the Firdaria  

sub-lord until 31st May 2020. The Sun becomes the sub-lord from 31st May 2020. 

 

 Construct the horoscope of the revolution of the year (Solar Return). 

Figs. 4 to 8 are David’s Solar Return Chart set on 23rd July 2019 when the Sun is 

returned to David’s exact degree and minute of 0xE20y. This Solar Return will be 

valid until 22nd July 2020 when his Sun returns to the same point and a new Solar 

Return chart is created for 2020 when Jupiter is the new Lord of the Year. 

 

 Study the Lord of the Year in both the nativity and in the revolution. 

Mars in Gemini in 3rd house in the natal chart ruling the Ascendant and the eighth 

house (focus house).  

Mars conjuncts Venus and sextiles both the Ascendant and Mercury, its dispositor. 

Mars in Leo in the second house ruling 5th and 10th houses in the solar return chart. 

Mars forms a fire grand trine with the Aries Moon and Jupiter in Sagittarius.  

Mars may be seen to quincunx Saturn but a three degree orb may be too wide. 

 

 Note the Focus House (including planets) in both the nativity and the revolution. 

David’s natal eighth house contains Neptune but Neptune does not play a significant 

role in the solar return chart. Saturn rules the solar return’s focus house (8th house).  

No planets in Aquarius in the solar return’s focus house.   

 



 Note the angles of the Lord of the Year in the revolution (known as ‘the stakes’). 

The angles for Mars are in fixed signs, namely 13xH, 13xK and 13xB. 

 

 Note the angles/stakes of major aspects in the revolution (stelliums, squares, 

oppositions). 

The angles for Moon square Ascendant, Saturn square Moon, Saturn conjunct South 

Node are in the cardinal signs from 11x to 17x.  Transiting Mars will move from its 

position in Leo and reach Libra first, then Capricorn, then Aries. 

The angles for Pluto opposing Venus are also in cardinal signs but are in the range 

from 21x to 24x. Mars will move into these degrees approximately one week to ten 

days later than the T-square degrees. 

 

 Using the ephemeris find the movement of the Lord of the Year across its own  

angles or stakes during the year. The transits of the fast moving planets  – Mercury, 

Venus, Mars, Sun, Moon (new and full moons) – will give you the times when the 

stakes of the planets are activated over the revolution’s period. 

The dates for Mars’ movement over the stakes of Mars are listed in the Table (Fig. 9). 

 List the dates of movement of the Lord of the Year over its own angles/stakes and 

over the angles/stakes of any major aspect patterns in the revolution. Note when 

the Lord of the Year changes direction or ingresses into sign on Focus House. 

Fig. 9 lists Mars’ movement over the stakes of the T-square and VP. Mars does not 

change direction during this time and Mars ingresses into K on 31st March 2020. 

 

 Using a bi-wheel between the natal chart (inner wheel) and the solar return chart 

(outer wheel), note the significant aspects between the position of the planets in 

the two charts. 

Solar return Saturn and the South Node are conjunct natal Moon and MC. Solar 

return Ascendant is opposing natal Moon. Lord of the Year Mars is in natal 5th house.  

 

 Mark major aspects coinciding with Lord of the Year or Firdaria Lords, especially  

short-term Firdaria Lord.     Transits to P and Q are shown on the following page. 



David’s Transits for 2019 and 2020 

 

RbP  8/3/2019:  13/5/2019:  28/10/2019 

RbQ  8/11/2019 

 

RiP  19/3/20:   10/7/2020:  11/11/2020 

RiQ  4/4/2020:  23/6/2020: 24/11/2020 

 

 

SaM  22/1/2019: 11/9/2019:  24/9/2019 

SaMC  1/2/2019:   10/8/2019:  25/10/2019 

 

SiP  12/1/2020 

SiQ  30/1/2020 

 

 

ViP 14/3/2019:  5/6/2019:  11/1/2020:  31/8/2020:  5/11/2020 

ViQ 4/4/2020:  16/5/2020:  21/1/2021:  16/8/2021:  24/11/2021 

 

  



 

Fig. 10                                                                                                                                                                             

Bi-wheel between David’s natal chart (inner wheel) and his 2029 solar return chart (outer wheel) 

 



Postscript 

Why Choose a Sun Bear for Saturn Pluto? 

If you have visited the AstroMundi website over the past month, you may have noticed the 

accompanying image of the Malaysian Sun Bear on the lead-in Articles Page, and wondered about its 

significance to the 2020 Saturn Pluto cycle. To satisfy any curiosity, here are my thoughts behind 

what seems to be a perplexingly ‘non-astrological’ photo. 

Initially, I found the common name for this, the smallest of the bear species, to be intriguing for any 

astrologer. The Sun Bear’s short, sleek black fur is decorated by an orange-yellow horseshoe shape 

on their chest which folklore says represents the rising sun. Sun Bears are shy creatures and are 

quite elusive, but when surprised in their natural habitat, are extremely dangerous as they are 

aggressive and can run amazingly fast when confronting an intruder. 

It seemed to me that the Sun Bear and humanity’s fates are somewhat linked, and although the Sun 

Bear will most likely be extinct long before Mankind, we need to heed the warning signs which 

threaten our earth and our own species, especially at the dawning of the 2020 Saturn Pluto 

conjunction in Capricorn.   

With estimated population declines of over 30% over the past 30 years (i.e., for the majority of the 

past Saturn Pluto cycle begun in 1982), Sun Bears are classed as Vulnerable on the IUCN Red List of 

Threatened Species. In contrast, humanity’s numbers are on the increase, but the term ‘Vulnerable’ 

is just as applicable for us.  

The Sun Bear is Vulnerable for two reasons – the shrinking of its natural environment and the 

ferocity of its sole predator, Mankind. We too are Vulnerable for the same reasons. The following 

Quick Facts are pertinent to the Sun Bear, but there are some startling parallels for us to 

contemplate as our natural world shrinks and around the Globe we constantly live in fear of 

violence, power and military reprisals from our fellow Man. 

I found this male Sun Bear particularly appealing because he carried such a ‘human’ quality, both in 

the intelligence and wariness of his gaze, and in the poise of his stance which looks deceptively 

relaxed.  It spoke to me personally about how I would like to see myself facing my own challenges of 

Saturn Pluto and I just couldn’t resist linking it visually with the three articles as a reminder to myself 

of my own human vulnerability in the face of such a timely and potent astrological combination.  

We, and the Sun Bear, are running out of Time, so we had better do something fast to save us both. 



Quick Facts on the Sun Bear 

 

Type:                                                                                                                                                                          

Mammal 

Diet:                                                                       

Omnivore 

Lifespan:                                                              

25 years in the wild; 30 years in captivity 

Size:                                                                               

Height up to 5 feet high (varies);                       

Weight up to 150 pounds 

Habitat:                                                              

Tropical forests of Southeast Asia 

Activity:                                                                        

Does not hibernate;                                                  

Active both day and night 

Social Habits:                                            

Generally solitary, but couples are 

monogamous and mate for life  

Behaviour:                                                         

Aggressive when confronted in their habitat 

Survival Threats:                                     

Environmental Destruction;                                                                                                                                        

Mankind 

Current Status:                                                                                                                                                 

Vulnerable 

Possible Future Status:                                                                                                                                       

Extinction 

My final advice?  Stop worrying about what’s happening out there for Saturn Pluto – the Inner 

Revolution has already begun!  Many astrologers are fond of using the term ‘transformation’ for 

Pluto. Saturn, the planet of time, orthodox change, and proper opportunity, is likely to do everything 

in its power to act as the enabler for this transformation, but it must come from within before it can 

manifest (both in good and bad forms) in the larger world. Good luck, and don’t forget Bette Davis’ 

acidic words of advice:     “Fasten your seatbelts. It’s going to be a bumpy night.” 
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